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Minutes of the Meeting of the 
University Affairs Committee 

East Carolina University Board of Trustees  
November 20, 2014 

Mendenhall Student Center – Great Room 3 
 

Board Members Attending:  Deborah Davis (chair), Robert Brinkley, Carol Mabe, Danny Scott and Michael King. 
Brinkley.  
 
Academic Affairs 
Degree Explorer – Clint Bailey presented the new program “Degree Explorer” which is a website developed as the 
primary source of information when current and potential students are looking as degree programs.  This initiative is a 
strategic approach to leveraging online resources.  There has been collaboration across the entire campus to ensure that the 
site is user-friendly, up to date and that the current curriculum can be tied to career opportunities.  Clint went on to say 
that the purpose of Degree Explorer isn’t only to present options, but to also promote degree programs.  Some suggestions 
for further development included adding more information about career options associated with certain degrees, salary 
information, personal stories from those careers and collaborative on-campus opportunities. 
 
Collegiate Learning Assessment – Ron Mitchelson presented several indicators on collegiate learning assessments.  One 
example is the UNC Pilot Project, which includes App State, ECU, Fayetteville State, UNC Pembroke, and Western 
Carolina.  This assessment, which is compentency-based, tracks students as Freshmen thru their Senior year.  The 
assessment has 2 parts: a real world situation that requires a purposeful written response and 25 short answer questions.  
Dr. Mitchelson also mentioned the “Educate to Career” program and the “Social the Mobility Index” both of which look 
at the demographics of who is coming in, the cost of attendance, and what percentage got jobs upon graduation. 
 
  
Student Affairs 
Marketing Plan for Student Code of Conduct – VC Hardy presented the marketing plan for the recently approved 
student code of conduct.  This plan will communicate the changes to the code of conduct thru both traditional means and 
thru more contemporary avenues, like social media.  The plan also outlines the process for both minor and major 
infractions in a manner that is well understood. 
 
Housing Update – Dr. Hardy reported that there are only 8 people left in temporary housing; 3 of those are choosing to 
stay in the lounge at Garrett Hall, the others will get dorm rooms in January. 
 
Current Climate – Dr. Hardy gave the board an overview of the issues facing students thus far this year.  The climate on 
campus is much different this year; more instances of drugs on campus, crime and property damage.  The committee had a 
very engaging discussion on suggestions for how to address these issues and support our students better.  This item will 
definitely be on a future agenda.  
 
Research and Graduate Studies – because of time constraints, the presentation on centers and institutes will be first on 
the agenda for the February meeting. 
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GRANTS AND CONTRACTS MID-YEAR UPDATE  FY15

* **

* Excludes $5M AHEC

CHANGING NC AGENCY F&A RATES
MICHAEL R. VAN SCOTT,  ASSOCIATE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR RGS (INTERIM)
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RGS BUDGET (FY2015)

State 
Appropriations

73%

F&A Recovery
25%

License Income
1%

Fees
1%

$13.5 Million
48% Graduate Assistantships
19% Coastal Studies  Institute
13% Faculty Start-up Packages
20% RGS Administration

$5 Million

F&A Budget
41% Distributed to Units
20% Startup, Scholarships
39% Grants and Contracts Administration

Pre-award and post-award administration is covered by F&A.
State Appropriations pay for senior leadership, the graduate school, and economic 
development.

UNC - DENR MASTER AGREEMENT

Facilities and Administrative Costs Recovery: Task Orders shall include total 
project costs including facilities and administrative costs, also referred to as indirect 
cost or overhead, at a rate of 15% of total direct costs.. DENR will include those 
facilities and administrative costs in its reimbursement to UNC unless the Funding 
Source has the authority to limit or disallow facilities and administrative costs.
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NC SENATE BILL 744,

FY14 STATE SUMMARY
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RESPONSES

 Seek clarification from UNCGA on federal flow-through funds

 Advocate with UNCGA for ECU to negotiate rates directly

 Advocate with UNCGA to distinguish between grants and contract, and mandate at least 
minimal F&A recovery on contracts

 Ensure that contracts with low F&A rates include funds for faculty and student support

 Negotiate fixed-price contracts when allowed

 Advocate for unrecovered F&A to meet any program match requirements under cost-
reimbursement agreements

 Monitor the national dialogue re: F&A recovery under the new Uniform Guidance 

 Monitor federal agency dialogue re: F&A on pass through funds.
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East Carolina University 

 

Request to establish the 

  

East Carolina Research and Innovation Campus 
 

February 4, 2015 
 

 

Opportunity 

With its rich tradition of educational innovation, strong work ethic and principles, and 

established and emerging economic clusters, eastern North Carolina is well positioned to 

host a culture of innovation that mobilizes the skills, knowledge and abilities of a new 

creative class.  However, the loss of young people from eastern North Carolina’s rural 

counties is widespread, accelerating and often reaching crisis proportions.  For the many 

wanting to stay in the region, the need is for quality jobs, a creative culture, 

entrepreneurial opportunities and a more intentional education system that better 

supports their employment goals.1 

 

East Carolina University (ECU) is committed to maximizing student success, serving the 

public, and leading regional transformation.  Stemming the loss of creative talent is 

critical to transforming eastern North Carolina’s economy and communities and remains a 

top priority for ECU.  As a near-term strategy, ECU is partnering with community colleges to 

retain transitioning service members and veterans in North Carolina through training and 

civilian employment.  Longer term, ECU is engaged with regional parents, students, 

educators, and employers to build clearer pathways connecting education with 

employment and entrepreneurial opportunities.  ECU is aggressively preparing STEAM 

(Science, Technology, Engineering, Art/Design, and Mathematics) graduates with the 

skills, knowledge and abilities to innovatively solve real-world problems.  These graduates 

are in high demand by regional employers and also help attract new employers to the 

region.  The University is increasing research funding and strengthening its research 

infrastructure to fuel new discoveries and innovations that result in new jobs and 

investment within targeted economic clusters such as health care, advanced 

manufacturing (e.g., pharmaceuticals), and the military.  Finally, ECU is engaging its 

expertise and capabilities to address pressing regional challenges and build healthier, 

more livable and vibrant communities.  In short, ECU is working to grow, attract and retain 

the technically-skilled, creative talent needed to transform the region.  

                                                 
1 Reimagine Rural: Transforming North Carolina’s Rural Communities Through Youth Engagement. Rural Partners 

Forum, NC Rural Center, 2011. 
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Background and Authority 

North Carolina General Statute 116-198 Article 21B: The Centennial Campus, the Horace 

Williams Campus, and the Millennial Campuses Financing Act outlines the process for 

seeking the Millennial Campus designation. To this end, the Board of Governors may act “on 

recommendation made by the President of The University of North Carolina after 

consultation by the President with the Chancellor and the Board of Trustees of a constituent 

institution, to designate real property held by, or to be acquired by, a constituent institution 

as a "Millennial Campus" of the institution. That designation shall be based on an express 

finding by the Board of Governors that the institution desiring to create a "Millennial 

Campus" has the administrative and fiscal capability to create and maintain such a campus 

and provided further, that the Board of Governors has found that the creation of the 

constituent institution's "Millennial Campus" will enhance the institution's research, 

teaching, and service missions as well as enhance the economic development of the region 

served by the institution. 

Action 

A new complementary urban model is emerging, giving rise to what are called “innovation 

districts.”  The Brookings Institution defines these as geographic areas where leading-edge 

anchor institutions and companies cluster and connect with start-ups, business incubators 

and accelerators.2  These areas are physically compact, transit-accessible, technically-wired, 

and offer mixed-use housing, office, and retail spaces.  Innovation districts have the unique 

potential to spur productive, inclusive and sustainable economic development.  At a time of 

sluggish growth, they provide a strong foundation for the creation and expansion of firms 

and jobs by helping companies, entrepreneurs, universities, researchers, and investors —

across sectors and across disciplines — to collocate, co-invent and co-produce new 

discoveries for the market.  In the United States, innovation districts are emerging near 

anchor institutions in the downtowns and midtowns of cities like Atlanta, Baltimore, Buffalo, 

Cambridge, Cleveland, Detroit, Houston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis and San Diego. 3 

 

Such districts are not exclusive to large cities but also occur in smaller university towns like 

Madison, Wisconsin (UW) or Athens, Georgia (UGA).  Similarly, East Carolina University is 

Greenville’s anchor institution.  The University’s proposed Millennial Campus will be known 

as the East Carolina Research and Innovation Campus (ECRIC).  Along with Vidant Medical 

Center and other key regional partners, the ECRIC will drive creation of Greenville’s planned 

Arts & Innovation District (District).4  The ECRIC and District will accelerate and expand 

collaborative research, teaching, and service to enhance economic and community 

development for both Greenville and the region.  As a designated North Carolina Millennial 

Campus, the ECRIC will be given authority on the use of revenue and the issuance of debt to 

allow quicker development and foster public-private partnerships.  These flexibilities and 

                                                 
2 “Anchor institutions” are defined to be research universities and research-oriented medical hospitals with 

extensive R&D. 
3 The Rise of Innovation Districts: A New Geography of Innovation in America. Bruce Katz and Julie Wagner, The 
Brookings Institution, 2014. 
4 The Dickinson Avenue Corridor Study, Greenville, NC; 11.21.2014; Ayers Saint Gross, Brian Wishneff & Associates, 
and Partners for Economic Solutions 
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efficiencies will ensure the ECRIC will serve as both the place and the means to align and 

engage ECU’s resources with education, corporate, government, military, and other 

community partners.  The resulting public-private partnerships will produce innovations in 

education, science, technology and the arts that address local challenges while equipping 

the region with a magnet to attract talent and investment.  East Carolina University is the 

best-positioned institution to catalyze a culture of innovation and service that grows, attracts, 

and retains the next great creative class within the eastern region of North Carolina. 

Commitments 

ECU is committed to maximizing student success, serving the public, and transforming the 

region through leadership and service.  We pursue our mission with deep respect for our 

partners, efficiency in our operations, and accountability for the resources entrusted to 

us.5  The proposed ECRIC clearly aligns with our values of leadership and engagement; 

scholarship; discovery and innovation; diversity and service.  Furthermore, as we act upon 

these values with our partners in this proposed place, we will: 

 

Leverage Our Place 

Tackling regional challenges that address state and national issues 

 

Target Research to Regional Needs 

Facilitating and coordinating interdisciplinary research 

 

Fuse Intellectual Disciplines 

Pursuing opportunities where disciplines and economic clusters collide 

 

Engage for the Public Good 

Championing mutually-beneficial research, outreach and engagement 

 

Propel Student Achievement 

Providing graduates with tested skills and proven leadership 

 

Embrace Creative Risk-Taking 

Fostering innovation, entrepreneurship and small business creation 

 

Transform Communities 

Enhancing the capacity and vitality of local and regional communities 

 

 

 

                                                 
5 Beyond Tomorrow: Our Commitment to the Future. ECU’s Strategic Plan 2014-19 
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Impacts 

The ECRIC is the place where we will collocate, collaborate, and create with shared vision.  

Ultimately, the ECRIC will align and leverages the expertise and resources of ECU through 

public-private partnerships to 

 Start, grow and recruit jobs and new enterprises; 

 Create a knowledgeable, skilled and adaptable labor-force; 

 Fuel knowledge transfer, innovation and entrepreneurship; 

 Develop regional leadership; 

 Target scholarship and service for distressed communities; and 

 Position the region as a magnet for talent, creativity, and investment. 

Spaces 

To maximize the potential and impact of the ECRIC, ECU has strategically identified five 

areas of property for the millennial designation including the: 1) Warehouse District 

properties; 2) Uptown Area properties; 3) Health Science Campus; 4) Stratford Arms and 

Blount Field Area properties; and 5) the Coastal Studies Institute properties (Manteo, NC). 

 

Warehouse District Campus Properties 

ECU’s Warehouse District properties (Figure 1, page 5) encompass 22.3 acres (8.8 

undeveloped) and represent converging opportunities to restore and reuse valuable historic 

properties, revitalize the Greenville Center City area, and develop highly-productive 

collaborative research, innovation, commercialization, and economic development spaces 

connecting ECU’s Health Science and Main campuses.  Specifically, ECU’s Warehouse 

District includes three buildings (the American Tobacco Company Storage Warehouse #2, 

the Export Leaf Factory (“Haynie Building”), and the Prichard-Hughes Warehouse) 

designated as historically significant within the Greenville Tobacco Warehouse National 

Register Historic District. To facilitate the preservation and redevelopment of these valuable 

facilities through planned public-private partnerships, ECU sought and received eligibility 

certification for the North Carolina Historic Mill Rehabilitation Tax Credit for each of these 

three buildings.   

 

Through collaborative planning with the City of Greenville6, renovation of the Haynie Building 

is envisioned to be a vital first step in anchoring this key historic district and creating a 

highly visible front door to the proposed ECRIC (Figure 2, page 5).  This initial investment is 

expected to create subsequent urban development within Zone 4 (Figure 3, page 6) of the 

envisioned Dickinson Avenue Arts & Innovation District (Figure 4, page 6).  The new 10th 

Street Connector locating in this area will be a major east-west roadway linking ECU’s Health 

Science and Main campuses and bringing significant traffic to this community epicenter. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
6 The Dickinson Avenue Corridor Study, Greenville, NC; 11.21.2014; Ayers Saint Gross, Brian Wishneff & Associates, 
and Partners for Economic Solutions. 
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Figure 1: Warehouse District Campus Properties 

Figure 2: Haynie Building and the Dickinson Corridor 
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Figure 3: ECU-Greenville Integrated Plan for Arts & Innovation District  

 

Figure 4: ECU Millennial Space would border “Uptown Greenville” to the east and south 
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Creative and technology driven industries most likely to be found in Innovation Districts 

include: high-value, research-oriented sectors such as applied sciences and the burgeoning 

“app economy”; highly creative fields such as industrial design, graphic arts, media and 

architecture; and highly specialized, small batch manufacturing.7  ECU and its education 

partners along with city, county and regional economic development partners envision 

renovation and repurposing of the Haynie Building (70,000+ sq ft) into Greenville’s 

innovation hub for cutting edge education, workforce development, research, innovation, 

entrepreneurship and economic development.  This hub will provide much needed next-

generation “maker spaces” to support the design, production and sale of creative goods and 

services within the district; support advanced manufacturers throughout the region; and 

ultimately sustain an innovation and entrepreneurial ecosystem. 

 

Uptown Area Campus Properties 

 

 

ECU’s Uptown properties (Figure 5, above) comprise 19.04 acres (including 14 acres of 

surface parking) bordering the east side of Uptown Greenville, bridging the main campus 

with the Uptown area and the (Tar) river front.  When combined with ECU’s Warehouse 

District holdings, these properties comprise a significant portion of Greenville’s 

Uptown/center city area and position ECU to join a select group of the nation’s campuses 

leading revitalization in an urban core. ECU’s comprehensive master plan considers as 
                                                 
7 The Rise of Innovation Districts: A New Geography of Innovation in America. Bruce Katz and Julie Wagner, The 
Brookings Institution, 2014. 

Figure 5: ECU’s properties on the eastern flank of the Uptown District 
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possibilities for this area a Visual and Performing Arts Center, Hotel and Conference Center, 

and/or Alumni Center among the innovative options for this property.  Ongoing public-private 

partnership discussions include these options within the context of advanced mixed-used 

development on these and other Uptown properties to fully capitalize on the potential of 

Greenville’s riverfront.  Such development on the east side of Uptown, in conjunction with 

development of the warehouse district on the south side would likely generate significant 

visitor traffic between these two destination areas thus benefitting all of the Uptown district. 
 

Health Sciences Campus 

 

A major component of ECU’s mission is to improve the health of eastern North Carolina (and 

beyond) and we have developed superior programs in all dimensions of understanding 

human health and delivering services to a dispersed, rural population.  ECU’s Health 

Sciences Campus (HSC)(Figure 6, above) is home to the Brody School of Medicine; Colleges 

of Allied Health and Nursing, and the School of Dental Medicine; as well as centers and 

institutes of concentrated, multi-disciplinary expertise addressing the region’s most pressing 

health care issues and disparities, e.g., the East Carolina Obesity and Diabetes Institute.  

The HSC is immediately adjacent to its long-time partner, Vidant Medical Center, to the 

south and the new Durham VA Medical Center facility (Greenville Health Care Center) 

located to the north across 5th street.  Together, ECU, Vidant and the VA offer significant 

opportunities for patient-centered clinical research, discovery and innovation with industry, 

government, military and community partners. 

Figure 6: ECU’s Health Science Campus Properties 
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Stratford Arms and Blount Fields Area Campus Properties 

These properties (Figure 7, below) are immediately proximate to ECU’s athletic and human 

performance complex and represent one of Greenville’s most strategically located pieces of 

real estate. Encompassing 72.85 total acres, including 32.8 undeveloped acres, this 

property represents longer term opportunities through public-private partnership for a 

live/work/play community; similar in some respects to NC State’s Centennial Campus, 

Raleigh’s North Hills, and Durham’s West Village and American Tobacco District. 

 

 

UNC Coastal Studies Institute, Manteo NC 

Targeting research to regional needs and engaging for the public good while fueling regional 

transformation, the UNC Coastal Studies Institute (CSI) was built and is managed by ECU. 

The 83,791-square-foot, $32.6M Leed Certified facility (Figure 8, page 10) on Roanoke 

Island is an inter-university partnership conducting research, educational and community 

outreach programs.  North Carolina’s, marine-related activities are important to the State’s 

economy, both in traditional sectors like recreation and tourism, fisheries, hazard resilience, 

and marine heritage, and in emerging areas like ocean energy and marine biotechnology.  

UNC System faculty members are leaders in areas such as marine biotechnology, ocean 

energy, coastal sustainability, marine aquaculture, climate change and marine ecosystem 

health.  Currently the UNC Coastal Studies Institute (CSI) collaborates with additional, 

external partners including the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, the U.S. Army Corps 

of Engineers, the federal government’s Hurricane Sandy Task Force, state coastal planning 

Figure 7: Charles Boulevard properties (including former Stratford Arms and Blount sports fields) across from 

ECU’s intercollegiate athletics complex  
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agencies and other entities to analyze needs and develop plans for coastal restoration, The 

millennial designation will foster more of these mutually-beneficial partnerships and 

resulting impacts emanating from this critically located regional installation. Whether it's 

surveying shipwrecks off the coast of Ocracoke, developing and testing new ocean energy 

technologies, or deploying real-time coastal monitoring buoys, CSI researchers and partners 

are working to improve the lives of people who live, work and visit the coast. 

 

Conclusion 

The rise of millennial campuses as innovation districts aligns with the disruptive dynamics of 

our era and represents a clear path forward for cities and metropolitan areas, as well as 

metro/rural serving universities such as ECU. The concept has been widely and successfully 

used by our sister institutions NC State, UNCCH, UNCC, A&T/UNCG, ASU, UNCW and WCU. 

The proposed ECRIC will be a major step towards building a stronger, more sustainable and 

more inclusive economy for eastern North Carolina in the early decades of this young 

century. East Carolina University requests the support and approval of its Board of Trustees 

to seek millennial campus designation and establish the East Carolina Research and 

Innovation Campus.  

Figure 8: Coastal Studies Institute Camus Properties 
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